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I beileve that interior space is both

My name is Amrita Khandelwal.
A third year student, completed sixth
semester.
I focus on creating innovative and
funtional spaces, aesthetically and
structurally sound designs with respect
to the given site and conditions. My
design process is a sum of thorough
research and analysis of the project,
site and client requirements.
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And the design must serve within the realm of changing flux of
HUMAN BEING, TIME AND ENVIRONMENT.

SEWA - Self employed women’s
association
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MY DOMAIN

Residence
A place where one is comforted with an environment and set of functions suited to oneself. Its not just a structure to be lived in, but built
up on experiences.
Project details
The free form is derived from a thermocol cube by cutting it randomly
to achieve smooth and curved surfaces.
Followed up with combining the two halves of a cube and the derived
form, the final form of the residence is attained.

First floor plan

Ground floor plan

Initial sketches of form
derivation
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UNITEDWORLD SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS

Performing arts

Performing arts is a form of art in which artists use their voice or body, often in
relation to other objects and to convey artistic expressions. It includes disciplines
like dance, music and theatre.
It is a way of explaining emotions and expressions that emerge differently in respective disciplines and merges in a way of communication.
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Concept

Inspiring from the expressions as a common medium. My concept depicts cadence
which refers to expression used in music or dance for the repetition of sounds and
movement giving it a rhythm in the context of the site, variation of size and shape
structurally. Likewise the spatial experience within interior space evokes the exterior design of the building.
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Location: Unitedworld School
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Of Law.

2
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Sections
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1. Kitchen
2. Storage
3. Bakery
4. Drawing
5. Living
6. Staircase

Role: Developing the concept

and layouting of functions in
accordance of school of
performing arts on the given site.

Material palette

Concrete

Laminated glass

Granite

Grass

Wood

Marble
Colour palette

Ground floor plan

First floor plan

The fanning geometry of facade is echoed in interior spaces with junctions
creating a rhythmic pattern of sharp cornered with subtle curves.

BAREFOOT CAFE
Cafe
A small and informal establishment serving various refreshements
either enclosed or outdoor section extending onto the sidewalk.
Mostly pertaining to young age group and middle age for meeting
purpose.

Different Orientation

Concept
The cafe proposed here is based on the concept of spirituality as
the objective of cafe gets influenced by the site location.
Imparted an outlook inspiring from the holy place giving a subtle
traditional essence.
The cafe provides greenery around to provide clean, fresh vibe
while eating. Also, the entrance door has an uplifted plinth only at
the door, acting as a dahleez is leaving all your negativity behind
and entering into a fresh new and happy ambience absorbing all
the positivity and happiness that the place has to offer.
Location
Opposite to Aksharsham temple,
Gandhinagar

Bubble Diagram 1

Reflected celiing plan

Bubble Diagram 2

Bubble Diagram 3

Bubble Diagram 4

Floor Plan

Flooring plan

Granite

Cane
Stone finish tiles

Grass

Plywood

Muslin

Pink sandstone
Marble

Rexine
Taking akshardham’s material and elements into consideration,
they were incorporated in the design like interactive seating
arrangement, jaali (perforations), niches, dome and columns.

SEWA ( SELF EMPLOYED WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION )
SITE - CHETNA ( Centre for Health, Education, Training and Nutrition )
DESAI NI POL
850m FROM RANI NO HAJIRO

Sewa adheres to various segments and supports women
with creative interventions to upgrade native skills one
of such involves in sweet making as confectioners.
Aim
To convert the existing haveli into an experiential retail
space with related functions as well where the women
will prepare and earn by selling sweets therefore providing them employment, as well conducting workshops
and running a small cafe.

Concept
Jaivik focuses on selling organic sweets, that have an intangible aroma
around them. Inspired by this, the furniture, interior styling and the
spaces have been designed.

Ideation sketches of concept

Ground floor plan

First floor plan

Section AA’

Retail Area ( Model )

Section BB’

Cafe Space (Model)

Related Study Programme

In the second year, we visited goa to study the portugese architecture, interior and furniture. Here, we were assigned different old portugal
houses that we had to measure, draft and then make models of. Along with the floor plans, we also had measured the ceiling, learned about
roofing structure and about the different materials people had used.

Sumira Niwas
Sumira niwas, this house had some strong portugal influence. The entrance was from porch, led by typical foyer area, further distinguishing into
different areas of function. The peculiar features were the arched windows, wooden ceiling and few furniture pieces.
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Norhona’s villa was another site that had portugese, mughal and indian influences. the entrance door occupied the place of honour, which led to
afoyer. From this place one could directly enter the rest of the house. like a typical portugese home, this villa also had a courtyard in the house
itself. Like all the goan houses, this house also had wooden ceiling.
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Bathroom - Detail Drawing
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